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ABSTRACT 
Motivated by the study of certain classes of hamiltonian and gradient flows, we 
develop a set of inequalities that bound the size of a commutator I[[ X, N]ll in terms of 
the eigenvalues of X and N. These results apply directly to elements of matrix Lie 
algebras such as skew-hermitian matrices, skew-symmetric matrices, etc., and, with a 
trivial modification, can also be applied to hermitian matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are many interesting results concerning special cases of the differ- 
ential equation X = [ X, T( x)], with x in a Lie algebra L, and T a linear map 
from L to L. This structure was used by Lax [5] in an infinite dimensional 
setting as an aid in the study of completely integrable partial differential 
equations of the evolutionary type. Finite dimensional examples include the 
Toda lattice in Flaschka form, differential equations from rigid body mechan- 
ics, certain families of Riccati equations, etc. However, there is little general 
theory concerning the way in which the properties of T manifest themselves 
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in the qualitative properties of the solutions of the differential equation. In 
this paper we provide results of this type. 
References [I] and [2] discuss the fact that if T = [x, df] for some smooth 
function f, then i = [x, T(x)] d e mes a gradient flow corresponding to the f 
function f, and if T(x) = df f or some smooth function f, then 1;- = [x, T(x)] 
defines a hamiltonian flow corresponding to the function f. The gradient flow 
T(x) = [x, n] with x(O) and n skew-hermitian has been studied extensively. 
In this case all the equilibrium points and the eigenvalues of the linearization 
at these equilibrium points are known. The hamiltonian flow corresponding 
to T( x> = [n, [n, xl] is entirely different and considerably more complex. 
In general, the location of the maxima, minima, and saddle points of the 
hamiltonian will determine the equilibrium points of the corresponding flow. 
Our main results here are a set of inequalities that bound a weighted sum of 
the squares of the entries of certain types of matrices in terms of a quadratic 
form in the eigenvalues. These inequalities actually characterize the extreme 
values of the weighted sum on an isospectral orbit and therefore can be used 
to locate equilibrium points of the corresponding hamiltonian and/or gradi- 
ent flows. The most general statements of our results are in terms of 
functions, differential equations, etc., defined on adjoint orbits associated 
with real, semisimple Lie algebras of the compact type. However, in order to 
make contact with the literature on differential equations and eigenvalue 
localization, we will initially develop our ideas in the context of skew-hermi- 
tian (or hermitian) matrices. The purely Lie theoretic interpretations are 
given in the last section. 
In the context of matrix theory, the subject looks as follows. If A and B 
are square matrices, we write [A, B] or ad,(B) for AI3 - BA. Given a set of 
matrices that form a Lie algebra with respect to the commutator product 
[ A, B 1, and given a linear transformation T that maps L into L, the matrix 
differential equation 
i = [X,T(X)] 
evolves in the Lie algebra in such a way as to leave the spectrum of X 
invariant. In case T(X) is expressible as df/dX for some function f, this 
equation can be interpreted as a hamiltonian equation corresponding to the 
hamiltonian f and the Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau symplectic structure. On the 
other hand, if T(X) is expressible as df/dX, the double bracket equation 
i = [X, [W(X)]] 
can be interpreted as a gradient tlow corresponding to the function f and the 
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so-called normal metric. (See, e.g., [l, 2] for further details.) If a given system 
can be interpreted as a gradient system, then its linearization at an equilib- 
rium point must be self-adjoint, and if it is hamiltonian, its linearization at an 
equilibrium point must be infinitesimally symplectic. We are especially 
interested in the hamiltonian system defined on a coadjoint orbit of skew- 
hermitian matrices 
x= [x,[AqNXll] 
corresponding to the hamiltonian ([ X, N 1, [ X, N I), and in the hamiltonian 
system 
i= [X,[f,N]] 
corresponding to the hamiltonian Re tl(%VX). The latter system, in generic 
situations, has isolated stable equilibria. 
We remark that if X is skew-hermitian, then iX is hermitian and the 
eigenvalues of X and iX are simply related. The inequalities on skew-hermi- 
tian matrices to be given here can be used to get corresponding inequalities 
on hermitian matrices simply by converting the hermitian matrices into 
skew-hermitian ones by multiplying by i. 
2. SOME MATRIX INEQUALITIES 
The bulk of this paper is devoted to establishing some matrix inequalities 
that will be of use in investigating the stability of the equilibrium points of the 
above equations. The results we obtain are analogous to the well-known 
eigenvalue inequalities of Schur [7] in the following sense. Let X* denote the 
hermitian conjugate of X, and define an inner product on the space of n by 
n matrices by ( X, Y ) = tr(X* Y ). G’ iven a skew-hermitian matrix X with a 
fixed set of eigenvalues {i A,], Schur established a bound on a weighted sum 
of the entries of a matrix, in terms of a weighted sum of the eigenvalues. 
Specifically, what he showed can be stated as follows. If the weighted sum of 
the elements is expressed, using a skew-hermitian matrix N, as tr( N* X), 
then tr(N*X) < VIA, + ash, + -0. + v,, h,, with Ii vi] the eigenvalues of N, 
and the V’S and the h’s similarly ordered. (See von Neumann [9], where the 
result is stated almost exactly this way.) It is worthy of emphasis that it is the 
eigenvalues of the weight matrix N that define the linear functional on the 
eigenvalues of X. Later on Horn [3] proved a type of converse to this result, 
and Kostant [4] recast the subject in Lie algebraic terms. 
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The present paper is concerned with the problem of bounding certain 
weighted sums of squares of the entries of X, in terms of quadratic forms in 
the eigenvalues. For example, if X and N are as above, then we will show 
that 
([X,Nl>[X,Nl) < f ,i: (Aj - A,-j+J2(Vj - Vn-j+J2 
]=I 
provided that the eigenvalues are ordered monotonically. This estimate can 
be thought of an a quadratic analog of Schur’s linear estimate. Of course, for 
normal matrices the sum of the squares of the magnitudes of the entries is 
just the sum of the squares of the magnitudes of eigenvalues, so the previous 
inequality is equivalent to 
2 IYjl' Q f ,$ (‘j - An-j+1)2( Vj - Vn_j+l)z 
j=l I-1 
with y, the eigenvalues of [X, N 1. 
We will say that two commuting skew-hermitian operators M and N are 
similarly ordered if - ad,ad, is nonnegative definite in the sense that 
([X, N 3, [ X, M 1) is nonnegative for all skew-hermitian X. The reason for 
this choice of words is that in the case that M and N are in diagonal form, 
-ad,ad, is nonnegative definite if and only if the diagonal elements of M 
and N are similarly ordered. (See [2] for more details.) 
THEOREM 1. Let X, M and N be n by n skew-hermitian matrices with 
eigenvalues {i A,}, (i pj], and {ivj}, respectively. Suppose that the eigenvalues 
are labeled so that A, > A, > ... > A,, pi > p2 > *a* 2 p”, and v1 2 v2 
> **a > v,,. If M and N commute and are similarly ordered, then 
([XJ’l~[X3fl) < f ,i (Aj - A,-j+l)2(Vj - Vn-j+l>( Pi - ~n-j+l)> 
j=1 
where t is the greatest integer less than or equal to n/2. 
We organize the proof with the help of a series of lemmas. Throughout 
the proofs of these lemmas we assume that the eigenvalues of X are distinct. 
It is not difficult to see that if the theorem is true in this case, it must 
continue to hold when the eigenvalues are allowed to be repeated. 
LEMMA 1. Theorem 1 holds if N = M and N 2 = -1. 
Proof. Because of the assumptions on N and X we have 
([X,N],[X,Nl) =2(X,@ -2(XN>Nx). 
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The term 2(X, X> is the negative of twice the sum of the squares of the 
eigenvalues of X and is therefore fixed by the eigenvalues. The second term 
is stationary with respect to isospectral changes in X if and only if 
[X, NXN”] = 0. Because NN* = 1, we see that N* = N-’ and therefore 
NXN* is similar to X. If we make a unitary change of coordinates to put X 
in diagonal form, say U*XU = Y, with Y diagonal, then U*NUYU’~*U is 
diagonal and its diagonal elements are some reordering of the diagonal 
elements of Y. That is to say, U*NU( )U*N* U acts as a permutation on the 
diagonals of Y. On the other hand, NN* = I, and therefore two successive 
applications of this permutation constitute the identity. This means that the 
permutation can be represented as a product of commuting transpositions. 
Let be the permutation 
d 2,. .., d,,) with di = _tl, we see that U*N-‘UP = D or P = U*NUD. If 
N has p eigenvalues that are + 1 and n - p that are - 1, then ]trN 1 = 12~ 
- n] and so P = U*NUD must have at least 12~ - n[ ones on the diagonal. 
Thus the number of commuting transpositions required to represent P 
cannot exceed t, the largest integer less than or equal to both p and n - p. 
All this can be expressed as 
([X, Nl, [X, Nl) 





where the maximum is to be taken with respect to permutations n repre- 
sentable by t or fewer commuting transpositions. To maximize the right hand 
side we pair the largest eigenvalue against the smallest, the next largest 
against the next smallest, etc., using at most t transpositions in all. The 
remaining eigenvalues are paired against themselves. The n - 2t untrans- 
posed terms are squares and cancel with the squares in the first term. The 
remaining 2 t transposed terms can be combined with the squares in the first 
term to give 
(lx> Nl> [K N]) 
which completes the proof of the lemma. n 
We now introduce an n by n signature matrix defined for a nonnegative 
integer p between 0 and n as 
C, = diag(l,l,..., 1, -1, -l,..., -1) 
with the understanding that there are p + l’s and n - p - 1’s. 
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LEMMA 2. Zf X, M, and N are as in the theorem statement with 
M = iC, and N = iC, and if t = min{ p, q, n - p, n - q), then 
([X,iC,],[X,iC,]) G2i(Aj-An-j+r)2* 
j=l 
Proof. For M = diag(ipl, ip2 ,..., ip.,)and N = diag(iv,, iv, ,..., iv,) 
we have 
(LX, MI, [X, NI) = 2 5 IXjk12( Pj - Pk)( V’ - Vk). 
j=l j=l 
If M = C, and N = C , then we see that the product ( pj - P~)( vj - vk) 
can only take on the va ues 1 4, 0, and -4. It is 4 when j < mini p, q} and 
k > max{ p + 1, q + 1). It is also 4 when j > max{p + 1, q + 11 and k < 
min( p, q}. Let a = min{ p, q) and let b = n - a. Then 
([X,iZP],[X,iZq]) =85 t Ix,ki2. 
j=l k=a+l 
Thus 
Lemma 1 asserts that the term on the right is bounded by twice the sum of 
the squares of the min{a, b) largest differences of eigenvalues, so the stated 
estimate holds. n 
LEMMA 3. If N = diag(iv,,iv,,..., iv,,) and M = diag(ip.,, ip2, . . . . 
iti,,), then 
ad,,, = - i:ci(vj - Vj+l)adZ, 
and 
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Proof. By definition, ad, is linear in N. To prove the first part we 
observe that 
+(?-I - vJ%-1+ (YJ~“. 
The first and last terms in this sum contribute nothing to ad,, because ad, is 
zero. Thus we see that the first equality holds. The second equality comes 
from the first, using the same type of expansion for M and expanding the 
product. n 
The significant aspect of this lemma is that if the V’S and p’s are 
monotone decreasing, then our representations are nonnegative linear combi- 
nations of the special ads that appear in Lemma 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If X, M, N are as in the theorem statement and if 
M and N are in diagonal form and monotone decreasing, then application of 
Lemma 3 yields 
g ~j+l)(~k-~k+l)([X~i~mi~~.k~]~[X~iCminV,k~]) 
~=l j=l 
Now use the estimate of Lemma I to replace the double sum by a triple sum 
(lx, J’% ix, Ml> 
6 a :f.l “k’( ‘j - Pj+l)( Pk - pk+l) min(j, k) c (‘1 - hn-l+1)2’ 
J=l j=l 1=1 
If we sum over k and then j, the remaining sum over I takes the form 
(ix, Nl, 1% Ml) G 5.5 ('j - An-j+1)2(vj - 'n-j+l>( Pi - Pn-j+l), 
.I= 1 
which is the claim of the theorem. n 
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REMARK 1. The estimate of Theorem 1 is the best of its type in that 
equality is achievable through suitable choice of the matrix X. We illustrate 
this initially in the two by two case by means of a diagonal M and N with X 
of the form 
x= iu 
[ 
0 + ir 
-w+ir 1 ia * 
If the eigenvalues of X are i A, and i A,, then cr = (A, + A,)/2 and 
w2 + r2 = f<A, - A2)2. If M = diag(ipi, iF2) and N = diag(iv,, iv,), it is 
easy to verify that 
([X Nl>[X, Ml) = 84 - A212( 111 - PZ)(VI - ~2). 
In the n by n case equality is achieved by piecing together two by two blocks 
of this type, with a one by one block involving the middle eigenvalue if n is 
odd. To describe this we recall that there exists a unitary matrix U, such that 
U*(A + iB)U = iD with D real and diagonal. From the diagonal, form 
n/2[(n - 1)/Z if n is odd] two by two blocks, putting the smallest A and the 
largest A in the first block, the next largest A and the next smallest A in the 
second block, etc., as in the two by two example above. We now reorder the 
rows and columns so as to put the matrix into the form 
where for n even D = (i/2> diag(A, + A,, A2 + A,_,, . . . . A,,, + A,,2+i), 
E = antidiag(Al - A,, A, - A,_,, . . . , A,,, - A,,2+l), and F = (A,,,, + 
A n/2+lr***7 A2 + A,_,, A, + A,). For n odd fi = (i/2) diag( A, + A,, A2 + 
A,_,,..., ACn_1),2 + ACn+3j,2r Ao,+1j,2), and E = antidiag(Ai - A,,A2 - 
A,- 1, . . . > A,,- 1),2 - 4n+3j,2, Ok etc. 
REMARK 2. In the generic case, i.e. in the case where the p’s and v’s 
and the h’s are all distinct, the maximum value of the function 
([ X, N], [ X, M 1) is achieved on an n/2 dimensional torus characterized by 
T”‘2 = ((q,ri)l(w,)” + (ri)2 = f(Ai - A,_i+,)z). 
Thus the maxima are not isolated. 
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There are a number of interesting consequences of this result along the 
lines of the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY * 1. If X is skew-hermitian with spectrum {i Aj}, or if X is 
hermitian with spectrum ( A~}, if A, > A, 2 a.0 > A,, and zf 
Xl, x,2 x= x 
[ 1 21 x22 
with X,, being k by k, then 
IIX,,]12 =G $[ (A, - A,)2 + (A, - A,_,)2 + a.0 + (A, - Ar--+J2]. 
Proof. In the skew-hermitian case, apply the theorem with M = N = I&. 
In the hermitian case, multiply A + iB by i and proceed as before. 
As remarked above, we can also recast Theorem 1 in the following form. 
COROLLARY 2. If X and N are skew-hermitian with spectrum {i Aj} and 
{i uj], respectively, or if X and N are hermitian with spectrum { Aj] and { uj}, 
respectively, and if [X, N] has spectrum {iyj), then 
i IY’l’ G i ,i (Aj - An_j+l)2( ~j - ZJ~_~+~)~. 
j=l J=l 
The proof of Theorem 1 hinges on the expansion of ([X, N 1, [ X, MI) in 
a positive linear combination of the terms ([X, C,], [X, xP]>. There is a 
related result that provides a different estimate on a weighted sum of the 
squares of the entries of a skew-hermitian matrix; while not directly express- 
ible in terms of the commutator, it has a corollary which is. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be an n by n skew-hermitian matrix with eigenvalues 
{ih.] labeled so that A, > A, > a.0 
d 
> A,,. Let ( ;vj} be a set of real numbers 
or ered so that u1 > v2 > **. > v,,. If t is the greatest integer in n/2, then 
added proof: Professor Johnson kindly pointed to the an 
alternative proof corollary one based putting the off-diagonal block form, 
a set two by block diagonalizations and using the Schur-Horn majorization 
theorem. 
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Proof. Lemma 2, in the special case p = q, can easily be recast so as to 
limit the sum to the index set 1 < j < a; a + 1 < k < n. This gives 
4i 2 lxjJ2$ 
min(a,n-a) 
C (5 - ‘r~-j+l)~* 
j=l k=a+l j=l 
Because v, - v,, I is nonnegative, we see that this implies 
n mida. n - a1 
G c (va - ‘??+1 > C -(‘j - hn-j+l)2* 
a=1 j=l 
Any particular 1 xjk I2 on the left hand side of this inequality enters the sum 
with the coefficient (oj - uj+r + vjtl - o.+s + *.. +vk_r - vk = vj - vk, 
and thus the sum is just a reorganization o f’ the left hand side of the sum in 
the theorem statement, i.e. 
2 2 lxj~121vj - vkl = 4 5 (‘a - ‘a+l) 5 2 lxjk12. 
j=l k=l a=1 j=l a=1 
On the other hand, by introducing j = min{a, n - a) and summing over j 
we see that the right hand side satisfies 
n mink2 , n - a) 
C (Va - V,+1> C (Aj - 'n-j+1)' 
a=1 j=l 
Thus the theorem holds. n 
This result lets us establish a bound on the size of the product of the real 
and imaginary parts of a skew-hermitian matrix with a given spectrum. 
COROLLARY. Let X and N be n by n skew-hermitian matrices with 
eigenvulues {i Aj} and {i vj}, respectively. Suppose that the eigenvalues are 
labeled so that A, >/ A, > -*- > A,, and v1 2 v2 >, *.* 2 v,. Zf N is purely 
imuginu y, if X is expressed in terms of its real and imuginu y parts us 
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X = A + iB, and if t is the greatest integer in n/2, then 
199 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume 
this case 
- vn-j+1. 
that N is diagonal. In 
Using Theorem 2 we see that 
However, in view of the arithmetic-mean-geometric-mean inequality, we 
have 
21ajkbjkl G (ajk)” + (bjk)‘, 
which implies the claim. n 
REMARK 3. We see that this inequality is also the best of its type by 
considering a special case of the matrix used above. Let us say that 
If (Y is positive, we will say that a two by two block of the form shown has 
sign pattern (+ , + >, and if cx is negative, we will say that it has sign pattern 
(- , - >. If (Y is positive, we will say that 
(Y - iff 
ia I 
has sign pattern (+, - >, and if (Y is negative, ( - , + ). We will say that a 
skew-hermitian matrix is in balancedform if it is block diagonal with each of 
the blocks corresponding to one of these four choices. In all four cases, one 
achieves equality in the corollary. Piecing together such two by two blocks, as 
described in Remark 2, shows that equality can be achieved generally. 
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REMARK 4. If X and N are skew-hermitian, if X = A + iB, and if N is 
purely imaginary, then the maximum value of - tr ([X, N][ X, N 1) on an 
isospectral orbit is equal to twice the maximum value of (tr( A[ B, N])] on the 
same orbit. 
We now consider a variation on this theme, giving an improvement on the 
estimate that is applicable when the matrices are real and skew hermitian. 
THEOREM 3. Let X, M, and N be n by n real, skew-symmetric matrices 
with eigenvalues { + i hj}, { + i pj}, and { + i vj}, respectively. Suppose that the 
eigenvalues are labeled so that A, > h, 2 *** >, A,, t+ > t_~ > *.* > &., 
and VI ,, v2 > ... > vk, with k the greatest integer in n/2. lf M and N 
commute and are similarly ordered, then, unless n = 3 mod 4, 
([XT M], [X, N]) G i [(h,j-i PZ~-i + &,jPzj)(h,j-iV2j-i + AzjVzj) 
j=l 
+(‘2j-lI-L2j + A2jP2jpl)(‘2j-lv2j + ‘2jv2j-,)] 
andifn=3mod4, 
([X,M],[X,N]) =G C [(Atj-lP2j-l + A,jP2j)(Azj-lVzj-l + A2jVZj) 
j=l 
+(‘2j-lP2j + A2jP2j-l)(‘2j-1v2j + ‘2jv2j-l)] 
+ A&1)/2 P(n-1)/2V(n-1)/2’ 
where t is the greatest integer less than or equal to n/4. 
The proof of the theorem is based on the following lemma, loosly related 
to Lemma 1. Again, the proof considers explicitly only the case in which the 
eigenvalues of X are unrepeated. 
LEMMA 4. Let ZP = diag(l(l, R, . . . , a, 0, 0, . . . , 0) with 
and p the number of copies of a. Theorem 3 holds if N = M = C,. 
proof. We can expand the left hand side of the inequality as 
([X,X,],[X,SP]) =2tr~:pX2~;p-2tr(X~~XCp). 
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The term tr Sr X2zp is just a rearrangement of the upper left 2p by 2p 
block of X2. One can see, for example by Fan’s theorem 18, p. 2251 and some 
basic ideas about Schur convexity, that it is upper bounded by the sum of the 
squares of the largest (in magnitude) 2p eigenvalues: 
trZ,X2Z,42iAf. 
i=l 
The condition for stationarity of 2 tr (X Zp X 2,) on an isospectral orbit is 
[X,x XC,] = 0. Let X be a solution of this equation. If n is even and 0 is 
a rea P orthogonal matrix such that OrXO = Y is in real block-diagonal form, 
that is, Y = diag(A]LR, h,0, . . . . h,0), then OTC,OYOTC,@ can differ 
from Y only by a rearrangement of the blocks, replacement of a block by a 
zero block, and reversal of the signs subject to the condition that the sign of a 
block cannot be reversed unless it is interchanged. [The case where n is odd 
is similar except for the presence of a one by one zero block, Y = 
(A,LR,, A,lR,, . . -, A,R,, O), etc.] Within this constraint, the way to maximize 
the expression -2( XC,, Xs,) is t o match the block containing the largest 
eigenvalue and its negative against the block containing the next largest and 
its negative with the sign reversed, and to continue in this way for the 
successive pairs of eigenvalues. Because Zp is of rank 2p, the number of 
pairs that can be reversed is limited by the largest integer less than or equal 
to p/2. If 2p is a multiple of four, no further analysis is required. If not, we 
can analyze separately the various values of n - 2p. If this difference is one, 
then X has a zero eigenvalue which makes no contribution to the right-hand 
side. If it is two, then the block is matched against itself with no sign reversal. 
If it is three, it can be matched against zero. 
Putting this together with the estimate on tr C, X2X:,, we see that unless 
p is odd and there is at least one zero block in Zp, 
([X,z,].[X,&]) &(A2j_,+AZj)2, 
j=1 
and if p is odd and there are one or more zero blocks in xc,, 
([X, xp] > [X, “p]) 6 4 i (h-1 + ‘2j)l + 2’,2,-1)/2> 
j=l 
where t is the largest integer in p/2. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Observe that if we assume, as we may without loss 
of generality, that M and N are in block-diagonal form, then we can expand 
them as a positive combination of the ZP and estimate the sum using the 
above inequalities. n 
There is a third version of the basic inequalities on ([ X, M 1, [ X, N 1) that 
applies to the situation in which X is both skew-hermitian and infinitesimally 
symplectic. If J is given by 
then the complex matrices X that satisfy the equation XT] + JX = 0 form a 
Lie algebra. As is well known, the solutions of this equation take the form 
x= 
with A arbitrary and Q and R symmetric. Such matrices are said to be of the 
hamiltonian type. If we intersect this set with the set of skew-hermitian 
matrices, we get a set of matrices of the form 
with A = -A*. The eigenvalues of such matrices are purely imaginary, and 
because they are similar to their negatives, their eigenvalues are symmetri- 
cally distributed with respect to the real axis. 
THEOREM 4. 
hamiltonian type 
tively , labeled so 
VI z v2 2 *** > 
Let X, M, and N be n by n skew-symmetric matrices of the 
having eigenvalues ( kiAj}, { kipj}, and { &ivj}, respec- 
that A, > A, > *.* > A,,,, p1 > p2 > *** > I..L,,/~, and 
V n,2. If M and N commute and are similarly ordered, 
n/z 
([x,M],[X,NI) G4C hTvjcLj* 
j=l 
Proof. This is just a specialization of Theorem 1 to the situation in which 
the eigenvalues are distributed symmetrically with respect to the real axis of 
the complex plane. n 
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REMARK 5. To show that is is possible to select X and M and N so that 
equality is achieved here, it is enough to observe that the matrices displayed 
in Remark 1, specialized to the present situation in which n is even and the 
eigenvalues are constrained to appear symmetrically, are of the hamiltonian 
type* 
3. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We now turn to the study of the differential equations mentioned in the 
introduction. Our main interest is in understanding the phase portraits of 
such systems, but because the number of real roots of the equations that 
define the equilibrium points cannot always be determined directly, we must 
resort to indirect methods. The equations which define the equilibria appear 
as quadratic equations subject to the implicit constraint provided by the 
isospectral condition det(Zs - A + 8) = p(s). 
THEOREM 5. The hamiltonian system 
i = [x,a&(X)] 
on the space of skew-hermitian matrices has an n/2 dimensional torus of 
neutrally stable equilibrium points corresponding to the maximum of the 
function ([X, Nl, LX, NI) on the co&joint orbit passing through X(O). 
Proof. This a consequence of Theorem 1 and the remark that follows it. 
n 
In [2] we showed that if N is purely imaginary, then the differential 
equation 
J!= [X,[x,iN]] 
can be viewed as a hamiltonian system evolving on the space of skew-hermi- 
tian matrices having a f=ed spectrum, the hamiltonian being Re tr(XNX). In 
terms of the real and imaginary parts of X = A + iB if the equations take the 
form 
A = [[A, B], N] 
and 
i = [A,[A,N]] + [fL[&N]]. 
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In spite of their simple appearance, these equations have a rich structure, 
very much more complicated than the corresponding double bracket equa- 
tions without the conjugation, which describe a gradient flow. 
THEOREM 6. lf N is skew hermitian and diagonal with distinct eigenval- 
ues and if X(O) is skew symmetric with distinct eigenvalues, then each 
balanced form similar to X(O) is an equilibrium point of the hamiltonian 
system 
_i = [X,[%, N]], 
If n is even, then on generic orbits there are a total of 
p, = n!2”12 
equilibria that arise in this way, and of these, (n/2)!4”12 correspond to 
maxima of the hamiltonian. lf n is odd, there are a total of 
p, = n!2Cnm1)12 
equilibria that arise in this way, of which [(n + 1)/2]!4’“+ ‘)I2 correspond to 
maxima of the hamiltonian. 
Proof. Consider the balanced matrices of Remark 3. If n is even, there 
are n! ways to order the eigenvalues, of which 2”i2 are equivalent for our 
purposes because they assign the same blocks. There are four possible signs 
in each block. If we ask for an eigenvalue pairing that pairs the largest with 
next largest, etc., then there are (n/2)! ways to order the pairs. W 
REMARK 6. It is not claimed that the equilibrium points identified in 
Theorem 6 are the only equilibrium points of the given system. On the 
contrary, one can supplement this list in two ways. First of all, purely diagonal 
matrices and matrices that are of the above form in a p by p block and 
diagonal in an n - p by n - p block are equilibria. Moreover, at least on 
some orbits there are other equilibrium values arising in the following way. 
Suppose [A, N] = aB and [B, N ] = aA for some constant a, as could be 
arranged through scaling if A, B, N were a basis for the Lie Algebra su(2). 
Then A + iB defines an equilibrium point, and except for the simplest 
representation of su(2), it is not of the above type. 
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4. THE LIE THEORETIC RESULTS 
We now point out a more Lie theoretic version of these results, capturing 
Theorems 1, 3, and 4 in one statement. Let L be a Lie algebra, and let x and 
n belong to L. Then L is said to be of the real compact type if it is a real Lie 
algebra and if the Killing form ( 1c, y > K = tl(ad,adY) is negative definite. 
Becuase the algebra is real and the Killing form is negative definite, the 
corresponding orbit 0(x,) passing through x0 has a number of additional 
structures. It has a so-called normal metric 
(dr, dr) = -tr(ad,i(&) ad,‘(&)) 
and a sympletic structure defined via 
cR(dx, dy) = tr(ad,i(dx), dy). 
As is well known, in each of the three cases treated above, the trace form 
tr NX is proportional to the Killing form tr ad, ad,,. Likewise, the quadratic 
form tl([X, N],[X, N]) is p ro o ional to tr(ad,ad, - ad,ad,)2 with the p rt’ 
same constant of proportionality. In Kostant’s generalization [4] of the Schur- 
Horn circle of ideas, he discussed maximizing tr ad, ad,,. In the present 
context we require an upper bound tr(ad, ad,, - ad,, ad,)2 and thus need to 
maximize this quantity on an adjoint orbit. 
THEOREM 7. Let L be one of the real, compact, simple Lie algebras 
discussed in Theorem 1, 3, or 4. Denote the Killing form of L by ( , )K, and 
the Weyl group of L by W. Let n and x0 be elements of L, and let x* be the 
point on the adjoint orbit through x,, that maximizes f( x> = (x, n)K. Then 
for x on the adjoint orbit through x0, 
([x,n],[x,n]), G m,” C[(x* - ni(x*>,n - ni(nl)K12~ 
t 
where the maximum is with respect to all possible choices of a family v = {rj) 
of commuting, period-two elements in W. 
Proof. Proving this result is a matter of showing that when we pass from 
the representations of sn(n>, so(n), and sp(n> used above to the adjoint 
representations of these algebras and appropriately describe the action of the 
Weyl group on the adjoint representation, then Theorems 1, 3, and 4 
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respectively, imply the given inequality. For N and X n by n skew hermitian 
matrices of zero trace, 
2n tr XN = tr(adx adN) 
and, of course, adi, Nl = ad, ad, - ad, ad,. Thus we see that 
2n tr([ X, N12) = tr(adx ad, - ad, ad,)2. 
In Theorem 1 we can subtract a multiple of the identity from X, M, or N 
and not change either side of the inequality. Thus we can as well consider 
Theorem 1 as dealing with matrices of zero trace. We recall that if we select 
the zero trace diagonal matrices in the set of traceless skew-hermitian 
matrices as a maximal commuting subalgebra, then the Weyl group can be 
thought of as permuting the diagonal elements. (See, for example, Samelson 
[6].) Thus in this case a maximal set of commuting, period-two elements of W 
simply interchanges pairs of elements on the diagonal, with no element being 
interchanged more than once. Given N in diagonal form, the way to 
maximize tr(ad, ad,) on an orbit is to put X in diagonal form with the 
diagonals of N and X being similarly ordered. This identifies x*. Thus the 
abstract statement when applied to su(n) follows from Theorem 1. 
For real n by n skew-symmetric matrices the constant of proportionality 
between the trace form and the adjoint form is given by 
(n - 1) tr XN = tr(ad, ad,,,). 
In this case one can take a maximal commuting subalgebra to be diag(a,CI, 
a,R, a,,,CI) when n is even and diag(alQ, u,fl,. . ., u,,,n),O) when n is 
odd. (See the notation used in the proof of Theorem 3.) The Weyl group now 
consists of all possible permutations of the two by two blocks and the set of 
all possible sign reversals of the blocks. If we let N = diag)u,lR, 
QL.. * > v,/z Cl) or diag(v,Q, v,CI,. . . , v,,~ R, O), then the choice of X that 
maximizes tr XN is 
-diag(h,S1, h,CI, . . . , 
X = -diag(hifi, h,CI, . . . , A,,,fi) or 
&,,a, O), depending on the parity of n. This identi- 
fies the analog of x*. The maximizing value of ([ X, N], 1 X, N ])K is obtained 
from the x by pairwise interchanges of the blocks and sign reversal. Thus, in 
this case as well, maximization is achieved by the action of the type of 
subgroup of the Weyl group described in the theorem acting on the value of 
x that maximizes (x, n)K. 
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For sp(n) we consider a maximal commuting subalgebra consisting of 
elements of the form diag(ial&, ia,&, . . . , ia,,,&) with xc, = diag(1, - 1). 
The Weyl group is the group generated by permuting the two by two blocks 
and changing their signs. If we let N take the form diag(i vl&, i v2 C,, . . . , 
iv,,,&), th e c once of X that maximizes tr XN is X = diag(iA,C,,& h . 
c 2, . . . , i h,,,,C,) with the A’s and the v’s similarly ordered. Again, by 
application of period two elements of the Weyl group we can obtain the X 
that maximizes ([X, N], [X, N])K. n 
REMARK 7. The Lie theoretic version of the corollary of Theorem 2 
requires one to postulate a Lie algebra with an involution L. This involution 
will correspond to the conjugation in Theorem 2. In this context Theorem 2 
limits the value of (L(X) - x, [L(X) + x,n],. We omit the details. 
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